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…A continuing treatise from Rudy Jones

The Crystal River Part 11
Important: Your personal ascension begins with a quantum leap from faith
into an unexplored dimension of expected and unexpected discoveries;
remembering and rediscovering and expanding the creative adventures of
being The Father’s divine imagination; for Good. We are the most
privileged and most responsible generation; the first to know about
quantum science, relativity, holograms, subatomic particles, ageless
photons, micro chips and DNA.

A Pelegram… Volume 1, No. 11

Notice: The RESEARCH into Science and Astronomy is a quest to help us IDENTIFY the
Spiritual record encoded within the Chromosome/DNA heart of the HIDDEN MAN OF THE
HEART, which is intended to be confirmed by the WRITTEN WORD of the COVENANTS. With
increasing attacks on the WAY OF THE CROSS we must equip our self to be ready always to
give an answer for the HOPE that lies within. I am more and more impressed that we as the
SPIRITUALLY ANOINTED were lowered into this three dimensional realm of opposition and
conflict to participate in the PLAN for reclaiming this Earth realm for the rightful OWNER; our
Creator Father El Elyon. Understanding our true identity is necessary to equip us with spiritual
memory and insight to stand in our Anointing and also to withstand the accusations and lies of
the carnal Adversary. We are Spirit; we are not carnal. We are a Visible expression of Spirit.
It is our will and purpose never to diminish in any degree the Righteous Goodness of Our Father
and His unique Equal working relationship with His Sons and, also to express the highest
confidence in His written Covenant records. It is my view that we must be diligent in our walk
and remain forever teachable as the Spirit renews our understanding day by day. The Biblical
introduction of the Heavens and Earth; light and darkness; good and evil opens onto a stage set
for a physical life of stress caused by a sense of duality. Stress tears at the fabric of a healthy
life. We were appointed to this conflict to discover that we are IN this struggle but we are not OF
it. We are OF the Prince of Peace; and OF His increase and OF His Government there is no
end. Our Life was hid WITH Him and IN Him from BEFORE the foundation.
From my view it is important to observe that all types, shadows and signs were fulfilled in
Christ’s birth, death, resurrection and inauguration of A New Creation, which operates on a
timetable of Today and Now.

A JOURNEY Into INVISIBLE LIGHT where you will discover your greatest potential.
Our Spiritual Father is Invisible, forever invisible. He is not absent, just invisible. Ninety percent of the
Energy of the suns in our Father’s universe is invisible. To approach our Creator requires a Journey into the
invisible. In our last study we focused on the important aspect of God, which was hidden from the natural
man in a place, which HE called darkness.
“HE made [the invisible] darkness His Secret place” – Psalms 28:11
“Clouds of [the invisible] darkness are about Him” – Psalms 97:2
“I will give you the treasures of [the invisible] darkness” – Isaiah 45:7
“ Moses drew near to the thick [the invisible] darkness where GOD was” – Exodus 20:21
“The day of the LORD is [the invisible] darkness and not light” – Amos 5:18
“[Invisible] Darkness and Light are alike to Him” – Psalms 139:12, etc.
These scriptures are a coded emphasis designed to challenge the natural mind. They affirm that the natural
man cannot, nor was intended to receive the things of GOD without the Life giving Spirit. The human brain
cannot achieve its potential without information received from the Spirit. God designed a Kingdom plan for
Creative Energy to operate outside the natural light spectrum in an invisible realm HE called darkness. The
Spirit Dimension is darkness to the carnal mind, so is The Law of Life.
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A MOST IMPORTANT THING TO DISCOVER is that Righteous Spirit life equips us to SEE what only
the righteous imagination can SEE. The Anointed ability to SEE is symbolized by Aaron’s rod in the
concealed Ark of the Covenant. The rod was a branch from an almond tree. Jacob had his vision of the
DNA ladder at a place called ‘Almond Tree’ (Luz). The natural mind receives the light from Aaron’s rod
via the element of the seven Almond tree Lamps. The anointed eyes of the imagination empower us to
LIVE beyond the requirements of time in a place where Christ can “come quickly” (The Revelation 22:20,
Job 42:5, John 9:25), which is the Quantum. Quantum, the deepest place in the cellular mind where space
and thought connect, is a place of oneness, where time is now and all is unified in non-competitive rest.
I have concluded and I propose to you today that Spiritual darkness is everything you cannot ‘see’ with the
natural eye, and or with the carnal mind. These include the invisible microscopic universe of the subatomic
cellular body. There is a natural physical body and there is an invisible spiritual body. They represent two
different dimensions. It is wonderful when you discover that the Life of Christ is Life OF another
dimension. It is in the Quantum, our mind of Christ unified Oneness.

**** “To whom much is given, much (more) is required.” ****
*Required study for Remnant Volunteers…. As a very popular (you could say FAMOUS) radio
commentator says, “And now for the rest of the story….” (some say that he earns the title of Apostle Paul
Harvey), I would like to pick up from our last treatise: “having been introduced to the Scriptural truth of
the Hidden and Mysterious Creative Power of GOD our Father, The El Elyon, (Most High Father God)
who is concealed from the natural eye in the ‘darkness’”, we are prepared for crossing into the realm of
the ‘Rest of the Story’. It is much like Christ endeavored to lead Israel into a new understanding of
Promised Land. When He was baptized in the Jordan he introduced a new dimensional paradigm “God
the Father WITHIN man.” Here, in the invisible realm of ‘Darkness’ within man is the dimension the
natural eye has not seen, nor has the natural ear heard of the things which have been prepared for the First
Fruits Remnant Company. There is nothing ‘out there’ that is not ‘here inside’. It has been very difficult to
overcome the genetic tradition of separation.
In our last study we focused on the account in Isaiah where The LORD GOD told the Gentile King of
Babylon; “I will give you the treasures of darkness, and the riches of secret places” ( Isaiah 45:3). He
even called King Cyrus (Karesh in Hebrew) “My Anointed”. This scripture identifies a miraculous truth.
Jesus taught it some 700 years later; “what so ever you bind on Earth shall be bound in Heaven.” What King
Cyrus did was to provide the treasure of Babylon to rebuild for God the Jewish Temple of Solomon in
Jerusalem. Cyrus’ desire to build God a Temple established in Heaven the precedent, which gave the
Heavenly Court the Lawful right to build God a Spiritual Temple among the Gentiles. King Cyrus’ act
established the precedent in Heaven that commissioned the Ministry of Paul to the Gentiles. (Neither Peter
nor James understood.) We know that the human body is the Temple of God. No one knew the personal
Presence before Messiah Jesus taught the “ the Kingdom of God is within you.” The secret treasure of this
insight was initiated for the Gentiles by King Cyrus and in the fullness of time preached in the Anointing
by Paul.
It is extremely interesting that President Harry Truman, in 1947, when he almost single-handedly got
the UN to establish ‘Israel’ as a nation, said; “I am a modern day Cyrus.” Was he impressed or
persuaded by the House of Rothschild that Israel should rebuild the physical ‘hieron’ Temple made
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with hands? God’s truth is about a Temple not made with hands; but made with thoughts and intents and
spiritual words… by the individual Christ spiritual body.

WHERE AND HOW IS GOD BUILDING HIS TEMPLE?
This we know: GOD is Spirit and HE is building HIS dwelling place by His Spirit in a place of silence
within man, according to a pattern. Here in the micro Universe within the nucleus of the human cell,
invisible to the human eye, is where His visible life begins. With electronic microscopes the activities at
the Quantum level, magnified 5,000 times when displayed onto a computer screen, conduct us into a
guided tour where cellular life begins. We are amazed to observe the smallest Flagellum bacteria, with its
seven intricately designed mechanical parts play its role in the assembly of Amino acids to formulate and
deliver Protein for the continual replacement of weakened cells, millions of times a day. All the activity is
so precise and orderly and quietly carried out in the dimension called darkness. It blows your mind to see
what God has done. It is the Kingdom of Heaven being done inside our Earth. However this law of the
replacement of dying cells in the natural is still under the dominant force of mortality. There is a higher
law, available to man, working the same pattern unto immortality. “This mortal must take on
immortality.” This mortal will.
It is an inside work carried out by the Spirit of Life, according to the Laws of Spirit Life, after the spiritual
pattern of the Tabernacle, in a place where light and darkness are the same to Him. It is all being done
where the eye of our spirit, the transformed imagination, sees the orderly working together for Good. The
dimension of the adversarial systems of ‘good and evil’ has given way to the higher authority of the
Throne of Christ where there is One will. Religion taught us that HE is coming to a Church without spot
or blemish. No! He is not coming; He came to His perfect Spirit body. “Put on the new man, which after
God is created in righteousness and true holiness” (Ephesians 2:24), created in perfection in the darkness
and being formed in the light. “I create darkness and I form light” (Isaiah 45:7).
Have you realized that you can do nothing to contribute to your perfection? Religion promises that if you
do things you can become a ‘better’ Christian. That is not true. It was finished. Perfection is by faith and
not by works. The scripture that was translated ‘work out your own salvation’ is not in sync with
comparative scripture. The Holy Scripture says ‘Walk out your salvation.’ You cannot improve on His
Resurrection Life. You can only WALK it out of the carnal darkness into His marvelous Light. And we as
His Anointed Adoption Sons will do it.
Religious ‘Leaders’ identify themselves as ‘in full time’ Christian work. That suggests that the rest of
Christians are ‘Part Time’. NOT. There is no such thing. ‘Leaders’ tell us that to be a better or good
Christian we should do a laundry list of ‘works’; Attend more; Visit more; Pray more; Give more; Study
more; Be more involved, etc. etc. etc. Those are the little foxes that spoil the vines. Not by works.

ABRAHAM’S SEED IS CHRIST, not as many; but ONE. The YOU Truth.
Abraham (the father of faith) was promised a Seed. The Seed Abraham was promised was CHRIST,
Galatians 3:16. Abraham’s concept of the Seed was a son. He and all the Old Covenant Patriarchs
were limited in what they believed by the carnal mind and the physical world. They still had a veil
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over the spiritual mind. All of them knew GOD as a separated entity. CHRIST in Abraham was in the
invisible darkness realm within Abraham as a treasure in a secret place. What Abraham sought was hidden
within. Everything he looked for was within, even the City. Jesus said to His disciples, “you are the City.”
Even The FATHER is within.
In our day, Spiritual revelation appears to be somehow interconnected to scientific discovery and accepted
truth. Don’t be afraid of the word science. Science simply means to examine all the evidence. Biblical
Astronomy (The Gospel in the Stars) was one of the earliest schools of science. Job, Noah, Shem,
Abraham, David, The Magi all identified truth concealed in the Constellations. To them and to most people
today, the heavenly message was up and out there. They had not made the inner molecular connection.
They did not SEE the invisible Universe within.
In NASA’s recent Voyager Expeditions (1975 thru 1991) it was confirmed that every Star, on closer
observation, is a Sun, which has its own galaxy. Aristotle had taught since the 3rd century BC that the earth
was flat and the center of the universe. Then in the 1st century AD, the Catholic (Roman) Church made
Aristotle’s philosophy a part of their Church Dogma. Their vast membership was frozen into this
traditional belief. In the 15th and l6th centuries, even after overwhelming evidence that the Sun was
stationary and the Earth was revolving around the Sun, the Christian (Roman) Church still rejected this
scientific information. The Council found it difficult to admit that their Dogma could have been wrong.
PASSOVER: The 14th Day of the new Month began with the new moon, after the Spring Equinox (March
21st on our calendar). Passover was first given to Moses as a sign to a carnal minded people. The spiritual
understanding waited for the Apostle Paul to explain with anointed insight. He revealed that the Seed is
Christ, which is being formed in you. Believers, as the bride of Christ (whether male or female); can give
birth to the manchild Christ through the reproductive loins of the mind (1 Peter 2:13). The key that unlocks
the hidden truth in the Tabernacle was that the corners of the west wall (the west wall of the Most Holy
Secret Place) represents the reproductive organs of the mind. (The Holy Place and the Most Holy Place
both have to do with Minds.) The Hebrew word for the west wall is Yarekah, meaning the feminine (soul)
reproductive organs.
The Tabernacle was a feminine symbol and all of us are feminine in God’s teaching pageant. (When the
Angel touched Jacob in his side, the word is Yarek, i.e. reproductive organs. You need to imagine what
actually happened. When you SEE, you will understand why he went limp. The blood APPLIED TO THE
Ark of Covenant was to establish in the Spirit dimension that the Priest was qualified in Heaven to
reproduce a Spirit Son. The High Priest, for the people Israel, delivered the blood right into the Heavenly
Most Holy Secret Court.

THE IMPORTANCE OF A CALENDAR
A calendar, which resulted from the study of the stars, established the date for the Egyptian Passover
and ‘in type’ the conception of Christ. In every Culture and in every religion there has been a
Priesthood who are responsible for keeping track of times and seasons. This gave them enormous
power and influence. (Kings used Eunuchs, castrated males, to record the menstrual cycle of King’s
harem by setting up a 28-day calendar for each female.) At Passover, the blood on the door of the
woman’s house in Egypt was an introduction to the understanding of the blood of the cross, on
Passover. Passover happened on the 14th of the month, the time of ovulation. In order to understand
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the message of the Passover Pageant, it is important to establish that Christ, our High Priest, was complete
in Himself; that is that He was male and female. And that in Christ each person is made complete, male and
female. His shed blood on the cross set in motion the spiritual pattern which shows how we cleanse our
body of the unfruitful, mortal, Adam seed. It happens in the Loins (reproductive ability) of our mind.
Having this insight, we can individually give birth to the Son of God. We each must have a Mary type faith
experience of conception, i.e. Christ in you. The acceptance of ‘Christ in you’ is a witness to our
commitment to the process of fetal development, “until Christ is fully formed” for birth. Completed
Christianity is Christ becoming our life and the individual experience of God’s Kingdom in our earth body
— a 7-step progressive developmental process. The individual 7 developmental stages start at Passover
conception, unleavened bread and first fruits; on to Pentecost and then on to the Feast of Trumpets, Day of
Atonement, Tabernacles and finally the 8th day. In God’s required course of study, no one skips any grade.
All creation is waiting to see the 8th day Son. The Bible calls the event ‘Adoption’; but the true message is
the ‘placing of the Sons.’ When Jesus was raised from the baptismal waters of the Jordan the Father said;
“this is my Son,” that was the introduction of a New Order. When the Sons are manifested all nature will
celebrate the event (Romans 8).

THE TIME WHEN GOD WAITED for a Prophet of Science
For nearly 6,000 years the carnal brain of man was educated to believe that the Earth was flat and also
the center of the universe. That belief imprinted in the mind of man a limited boundary concept. It was
not until the 1500’s, that Copernicus started teaching that the Earth was not the center of the universe. He
concluded through mathematics that the Earth was not flat and that we were in orbit around the Sun. The
Hebrew word for Egypt is Mitsrayim and means boundaries or limits. The New Testament states, “Out
of Egypt have I called my Son,” into “Nothing shall be impossible to him who believeth.”
Also, man’s belief in a flat earth that was positioned in the center of the universe developed in the carnal
subconscious mind an inflated ego. In Psalm 91, the Psalmist King David viewed the Sun as circling the
Earth, which portrays the earth as being the center of the universe. “In them [the heavens; or
constellations] hath He set a tabernacle [a dwelling place] for the Sun. Which is as a bridegroom coming
out of his chamber [bedroom] and rejoiceth as a strong man to run a race. His going forth is from the end
of the heaven, and his circuit unto the ends of it; and there is nothing hid from the heat thereof” (Psalm
19:4-6). The Psalm conveys the idea that the Sun journeyed daily through the 12 constellations, which
appeared to surround the stationary Earth. Progressive Faith waited for another level revealed by Christ.
About 3,000 years later, Copernicus proposed that the earth was not a stationary body, set in the center
of the circuit of the Sun. Actually the Earth was a moving planet in a circuit around the Sun. WOW.
The Spirit of Gods reveals that the Earth has a role to play in a much larger plan. Man and his Earth
suddenly became a small but intricate part in God’s much larger purposes. Man, as a Son of God, is
anointed to become a co-creator in establishing Earth as a Citadel in God’s Kingdom. Jesus initiated
the higher Christ role for man and at the end of the training, a hand full of ‘initiates’ He prayed;
“Father, I pray not that you should take them out of the world but that you will keep them in the
world”; thus indicating that our role is fulfilled while on earth. Going to heaven is not our assignment.
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Later scientists have proven that Copernicus was correct in his mathematical calculations. Galileo, a
professor in the Catholic University at Pisa, Italy, using a crude telescope was able to verify the Copernican
theory. Because the Roman Catholic Church had positioned herself as the guardian of Truth and had
declared the Aristotle philosophy as Truth; Professor Galileo was put under house arrest, banned from
teaching and allowed to see only his daughter, a Catholic Nun, for the rest of his life.
Inherited and cultural traditions, as truth, are extremely s-l-o-w to change and the God of Grace is waiting
for a remnant seed to ascend to a SON level who will, in Covenant, be His mouth and speak only His words
as He reveals His nature.
The point I wish to make: this generation with scientific proof of a round earth rotating at 24,000 miles per
hour, literally flying through space in its 365 days, 186 million mile journey around the sun, all without our
having the sense of moving, we have more understanding than a thousand previous generations. The loosed
and challenged mind of man became an inventive laboratory. In 1780, for the first time in written world
history, the U.S. legislature established a patent office to deal with the sudden upsurge of the creative mind.
To whom much is given much more is required. We are without excuse. What will we do with this wealth
of information earned for us by dedicated research?
Plus; in the twentieth century we have the benefit of Albert Einstein’s scientific insight of Atomic
structures forming all physical aspects of life, making our bodies ionic or magnetic just like the universe.
His discovery of the constant speed of light, 168,000 miles per second, sets a standard for time. Light
outside our atmosphere is black. There is more…
Plus; Dr. Edwin Hubble, at the Mt. Wilson Observatory in California introduced us to the many suns within
our own Milky Way galaxy, which man once believed was the entire universe. And that each star we see is
a sun and has it’s own constellation. There is more…
Plus; Dr. Hubble along with NASA has documented billions of other galaxies, each with billions of star suns and
their constellations. “What is man that Thou art Mindful of him.” God has appointed His anointed ‘man’ to redeem
the Earth.
Plus; we have the discovery of James Watson and Francis Crick that our physical bodies are each a
composite of trillions of micro-scopic libraries of inherited ancestral information called genes operating as
the DNA / RNA molecular cell reproduction system. (Note: The mind of Dr. Francis Watson is still today
in bondage to the Darwin evolution theory. He was taught and teaches that in scientific research your study
begins with the acceptance of Darwin’s theory of the origin of species.) There is much more…
Plus; the development of silicone microchip computers and cell phones which function on the same
principle as our brain and nervous system. Did Yahweh God not tell us that we are wonderfully and
fearfully made? These are just a few of the millions of gigantic advancements in scientific discoveries. Our
‘much more’ required faith should make the Disciples faith seem like kindergarten. Can you hear the
Messiah saying; “Oh Ye of little faith”? Nike (Just do it!) Is the ball in our court? In our Christ/Body
covenant I believe we are responsible.
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We are part of something far beyond getting saved and going to heaven. The HEAVENS within, according
to Jesus, are a PRIESTHOOD of compassionate Sons prepared to administer a Kingdom of Love.
(I consider my greatest gift of revelation the insight into the foundational Hebrew definition of God’s
Grace.) It came as result of studying how Noah found Grace in the eyes of the LORD. Practicing the rule of
first mention, which says that the first time a word is used in Scripture the definition stands through out
Scripture; I learned that the root word in Hebrew language for grace is ChN (Chet Nun). And Alan says
that every three-letter root word in Hebrew is a verb. I found that the Hebrew name for Noah is Noach or
NCh; a mirror image of ChN. The Strong’s definition of ChN (grace) is: “ A Superior who bows in
submission to an inferior.”
The Spirit, who is our teacher, showed me that when God breathed His breath into the nostrils of Adam,
Adam became a living soul. By GRACE… God the Superior, assumed the covenant role of inferior servant
and transferred His creative Word Power to the tongue of man. That, my friends, is the Hebrew and
foundational understanding of GRACE. It is important in light of Jesus telling John; “We must fulfill all
righteousness” i.e. we must complete every prophesy of the Old Covenant. Can you see the importance of
this statement? God emphasized that every word spoken by the prophets, as “the word of God” must be
fulfilled. When I saw that Christ was the physical expression of the Father and that He took upon Himself
the form of a servant, it set my feet on higher ground. I could see why Paul changed his name from
Superior (Saul) to least (Paul). The Creator’s covenant nature is that of a servant. Messianic ministry must
be by servants.
It may be profitable here to review the Spiritual Law governing Covenant. In a ratified Spiritual Covenant
both parties give their most valuable asset as a gift to the other party. What God brought as a Covenant Gift
to His Covenant Partner, the spirit of man, was the gift of His Creative Word. By faith; He gave up His
Creative Word to man. That insight has changed my theology. I SEE that in covenant God trusted man to
be His mouth. To Moses; “I will make your mouth, my mouth unto Pharaoh”; also God’s pronouncement
to Israel, “As truly as I live, as you have spoken in my ears, so will I do to you” (Numbers 14:28). Man’s
most valuable covenant contribution, is the gift of his visible body, which gives visibility to God. The two
become ONE expression of Life. It is in Covenant with man God “creates evil and forms light” by
“creating the fruit of man’s lips” (Isaiah 45:7 and 57:19). To me this explains how a good God can create
evil. It is God’s creative Word IN the DUALITY of MAN that creates evil and forms light.
The question I raise is this: While the Church is waiting for GOD to do something new, such as the doctrine
of the return of Christ to judge evil (which is what He did at the Cross), does that doctrine of “waiting”
hinder our living up to our responsibility of being Christ’s physical presence now? Does the expectation of
the return of Christ ignore His living presence within His Body now? Haven’t we heard that FATHER
GOD and His Christ and His Kingdom are within us? Haven’t we heard that He has identified His Life and
our life AS ONE LIFE? The laws of Spirit life keep every facet of the cosmos in synchronized order. Our
bodies are patterned after the heavens and our sun is the Spirit of Righteousness in the Resurrection.
To Seekers of Spiritual Truth, the Sub-atomic microscopic world WITHIN is the REALM OF
GROSS DARKNESS. That is where God resides. In the 20th Century we were introduced to a new
field of study called micro-biology, which allows us to see the DNA/RNA enzyme, amino acid,
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protein production inside the micro-universe of a cell. The activity of cellular mitosis (division and
reproduction) is darkness to the natural eye. The informational blueprint for the origin of life is concealed
in the DNA. This happened ‘light years’ before Darwin’s “Origin of the Species.”
In the Book of Thomas, found among the writings of the Dead Sea Scrolls, Jesus was asked by the
Disciples; “when will be the end of the age?” Jesus replied, “Oh; have you discovered the beginning?
When the inside becomes the outside and the outside becomes the inside and when you know the beginning,
then shall the end come” (The Gospel of Thomas). The out side is the macro-cosim of the universe; the
inside is the micro-cosim of the micro atomic cellular organelle systems of our body.
I am proposing that in our exploration of the heavens and space we have accumulated myriads of volumes
of mind boggling and brain tilting information about the world out side, out there or up there. Man has not
yet learned to appreciate that whatever is out side, up there is the same as the universe within. Believers
have not realized (real-ized) that the male must become female and that the female must become male (or
equal); they two must become one before the end can come. “They two shall be one flesh.” The male
represents the DNA and the female represents the RNA; neither is of any consequence with out the other.
In Chapter 30 of Exodus, the operation of the Laver in the Pageantry of the Tabernacle emphasizes that the
Tabernacle is a Feminine Revelation. The Spiritual Teacher stresses that nothing can happen in the
unfolding insight except it begins with the woman’s mirror, the Laver. For example, The Play cannot start
without the introduction of the role of the Laver. The Priest, playing the role of Christ, could not attend the
Altar of Sacrifice nor enter into the Holy Place except he first wash at the Laver; “That you die not” is
repeated twice. The Laver, as the Mirror, introduced the role of RNA in the hidden activity of the inner
activity of the Sanctuary’s Holy and Most Holy Places (The Dimensions of Darkness).
When the ‘Gods’ separated the female by removing the RIB from the side of the male and female man;
what He (or they) removed was the ribonucleic-acid. The rib is an abbreviation of the RNA, the mirror
image messenger (copier) in the operation of cell division; mitosis. This is the process of cell reproduction.
“The woman is the RNA, i.e. the soul which is saved in child bearing. Producing a spiritual son saves the
soul. Salvation is about reproducing yourself as God’s son, in the loins of your mind. The birthing of the
man child, is accomplished in the loins (the reproductive imigination of your mind.) “Gird up the loins of your
mind” (1 Timothy 1:15, 1 Peter 1:15, The Revelation 12:5).
This is very important. Hear what the Spirit says to the Church! First the natural, then the Spirit. We learn
the pattern of Spiritual things by observing the natural. The natural WAS NOT first. The SPIRIT was the
Origin, the Genesis of all things. But we ALL were born of woman and knew the natural before we were
introduced to Spirit. So Paul, talking to the natural carnal minded people said; “first the natural and then the
spirit.” In the Spirit mind we now know that the Spirit was first. We now know that we were Spirit before
we were given a flesh body. “The Word became flesh” is our story.
In the Bible ALL people are considered female. All of us have the ability when the Spirit and the Soul
are married, to reproduce a Spirit Child; a Man Child. It happens as a function of the mind. This is the
message of PASSOVER. Passover is Pesagh, which means to ‘cover’ or ‘overshadow’. In God’s
Pageant School of HIGHER learning, Passover occurs on the 14th of the month and is the 14th day of
the lunar cycle. Passover relates to the menstrual cycle of the female, all of the females in God’s
Pageant experience their time of month when ovulation occurs. Spiritually it is the time of month
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when God’s Word fertilizes the female egg. If the egg is not fertilized, the woman then sheds blood to
remove the un-fertilized seed. Without the shedding of blood there is no remission of sin.
You MUST get this. If you do not realize that The Corporate Elohyim has written a Pageant to teach
‘mankind’ the Spiritual way to produce a Spiritual Son, you will miss the point, and wind up with a
Religious interpretation. The shedding of blood, on the 14th (in Egypt on the door, and in Jerusalem on the
Cross), was about the removal of the unfertilized and unfruitful seed of the Adam race trapped in mortality.
At Passover the Israel nation in Egypt, was instructed to apply blood to the doorposts and lintel of their
house on the 14th day of the month. The message was to Israel (God’s wife). They were given a sign
indicating their acceptance of God’s plan to impregnate them with a Messianic seed. The sign given them
was the blood of a male lamb. “When I see the blood I will pass [overshadow] you.” God said when I see your
willingness to give up natural Adam animal kind of childbirth, signified by the blood (the sign of removal of
the natural seed), I will give you the ability by My Word of Promise to reproduce a Spiritual Son (using the
power of the loins, the reproductive organs of the spiritual mind). The husband and the wife were both
active in the pageant.
PASSOVER IS ABOUT RECEIVING, as Abraham did, THE SPIRITUAL PROMISED SEED OF GOD’S
WORD. Abraham believed God and it was accounted for righteousness. That SEED he was promised is
CHRIST.

THERE IS MORE TO THE REST OF THE STORY…
The Bible states clearly that GOD is ALL and IN all. May I address that there is a difference in being IN all
and OF all. Jesus taught that ‘we’, like He, are IN the world but not OF the world (John 17). IN CHRIST,
all of us were born or created above before we were born of woman but are OF another dimension. Science
talks about a BIG BANG theory, which initiated the TIME factor. There was or is a dimension which
existed before time. That dimension still exists as and at the Quantum level of life. GOD and His CHRIST
and the MIND of CHRIST operate at that level. And that level of Life is within us. Christ (our Truth) came
down from above. He came down from above as the ‘true bread’ that He spoke of in John 6.
This world Dimension that Jesus said we are IN, is a dimension of opposition. But Christ was not of this
world. The Elohyim created this dimension that way: good and evil; light and darkness; positive and
negative; etc. In this world every one faces opposition. Through the centuries sports have been the
centerfold of cultural life, very popular because this dimension is focused on competitive opposition. But,
there is a creative dimension within us which functions from a position of unity and peace and oneness.
That is the dimension we are OF: Love, Peace and creative non-competitive potential.
In a place of opposition and competition there are two players, or two sides, or two teams. In this Earth
Dimension of Competition we did not choose which side we would be on. This understanding will be
important to you in developing humility and compassion. Jesus’ team must show compassion and
humility. The Father of All is developing a family, which manifests HIS nature of humility and
compassion and service to the lesser. His Grace Nature is defined as “A superior who submits himself
in servitude to a lesser”; that is the Creator’s nature. We were created to image Him. In order for
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Spirits created by Him to learn and prove His Character and nature, there had to be a place of testing. The
pageant was written to be played out on the physical, visible Planet Earth. The place of competition was for
the universe to observe. The Bible states that Angels and Watchers are spectators.
The TWO TEAMS are the Father’s two sons and their inheritance. The elder Son was created perfect until
iniquity was found in him. His iniquity was a superior attitude and the ambition to rule, and to overrule his
Father. He was ‘cast’ down to the visible physical Earth along with his inheritance of one third of the Angel
spirits. The elder son was Champion of Confidence and Pride and he was assigned the role of opposition
without a rulebook. His handicap legacy of mortality proved to be incurably contagious and required a
continuing line of heirs to perpetuate the play.
The younger son was given His inheritance of one third of spirits, referred to as His body. He brought them
down to this ‘flesh’ dimension to engage the Champion of flesh. In the first inning or the first round or the
first quarter, etc; the younger son lost his team to the overwhelming power of the flesh. He escaped to go
back in humility, willing to be a servant, to His Fathers house. This obviously delighted The Father to see
that His younger Son manifested His Father’s nature. The young son was rewarded for his willingness to be
a servant. He was given a crown, the Father’s signet ring and new sandals for his feet, a feast and sent back
‘down’ to find, redeem and reconcile His Team. He found them in the field, redeemed them by buying the
field with his own blood, which cost him his visible presence in this world. He reconciled his Inheritance
by his death and saved them by His Resurrected Spirit. He set forth a new kind of created population upon
the Earth.
It is now the ninth inning, late in the last quarter, round fifteen; the Elder sons’ flesh and mortality is
leading by a wide margin… but the game is not over. The Universe itself was designed by The Father to
judge and punish rebellion and sin. The outlook looks dark; but we have been able to read the script and
have seen the end of the contest. The Father has hidden His power in the darkness. The Overcomers, the
Adoption Sons, the Remnant Seed, the Arnion lamb, the First Fruits company, etc. will prevail. The
physical Earth will be saved because the Creator declared the End as the Beginning.
Do you get the picture? The players are the same, even though the names have changed; Adam and Eve;
Good and Evil; Eve and Nachash; Cain and Abel; Ishmael and Isaac; Esau and Jacob; Moses and Pharaoh;
David and Goliath; Jesus and Satan; the flesh and the Spirit.
There is so much more to the STORY and it will continue as the same story…
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